
Leadership Course
Week 1
-Law of Magnetism

o Intro selves: I run a summer leadership program in Boulder, Colorado. 
Lamey> Pre-med major.

*We’ll do this 3 weeks in a row, and then you guys will decide if 
you want to keep doing it.  

o Before the group reads the chapter, leader should ask the questions below 
and tell the pledges to write their answers down first (for the purpose of 
more fruitful discussion immediately after writing down answers to the 
three q’s).  THEN, we’ll come back and discuss their answers.  

-What attracted you to the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity?

-Which one guy is most responsible for bringing you into the 
fraternity?  What attracted you to him?

-What kind of guys do you want to see recruited to this house in 
the next 4 years?  What do you want the Pikes to be known for? 
Give me qualities:

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

*Read the chapter (Take notes if you’d like; do some underlining). 

-Is it true?  Is the law of magnestism true?  Have you seen it?  

-How have you seen it on this campus?  In everyday life?

-You said earlier that you wanted the Pikes to be known for 
__________________________________________________.Acc
ording to the law of magnetism, how are you gonna get these types 
of guys? (Answer: Be these types of guys)

  
  -Take the Leadership Assessment

   -What do you personally need to do to grow in your leadership 
in order to become more like the guys you want to attract? 
That’s what our time is going to be about these next several 
wks, helping each other become the men, the leaders, we 
want to become.  

      -Turn in L’ship assessments.  “Guys, we’ll build our course 



        content off of what you said on these self-assessments.” 
Note: Leader should make copies of these for the fellas and 
hand them back the next week.  Also, make an extra copy 
for the pledge trainer (a.k.a. “new member educator”).  


